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Abstract—The human placenta is essential for the supply of the fetus. To monitor the fetal development, imaging data is acquired using ultrasound (US). Although it is currently the gold-standard in fetal imaging, it might not capture certain abnormalities of the placenta. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a safe alternative for the in utero examination while acquiring the fetus data in higher detail. Nevertheless, there is currently no established procedure for assessing the condition of the placenta and consequently the fetal health. Due to maternal respiration and inherent movements of the fetus during examination, a quantitative assessment of the placenta requires fetal motion compensation, precise placenta segmentation and a standardized visualization, which are challenging tasks. Utilizing advanced motion compensation and automatic segmentation methods to extract the highly versatile shape of the placenta, we introduce a novel visualization technique that presents the fetal and maternal side of the placenta in a standardized way. Our approach enables physicians to explore the placenta even in utero. This establishes the basis for a comparative assessment of multiple placentas to analyze possible pathologic arrangements and to support the research and understanding of this vital organ. Additionally, we propose a three-dimensional structure-aware surface slicing technique in order to explore relevant regions inside the placenta. Finally, to survey the applicability of our approach, we consulted clinical experts in prenatal diagnostics and imaging. We received mainly positive feedback, especially the applicability of our technique for research purposes was appreciated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The development and functions of the human placenta affect the fetus and, consequently, influence indicators of fetal health such as birth weight and growth [1], prematurity [2], and neuro-development [3]. There is also evidence that assessment of the placenta facilitates predictions of future health problems in adulthood [4]. This vital but barely studied organ controls the transmission of nutrients and hormones from the maternal to the fetal circulatory system and is essential for the fetal immune defense.

Placentas are currently primarily examined ex vivo by placing them on a flat table and assessing their structure [5]. The lack of standardized in utero representations of the placenta’s structures renders clinical examinations and large population studies a challenging task. Figure 1 shows an ex vivo placenta augmented with a virtual compass for navigation purposes. The ex vivo placenta has predominately a disk-like, flat and round shape [5]. However, due to the limited space in the mother’s womb and fetal movements, the placenta is deformed in utero, resulting in a highly diverse shape compared to the ex vivo placenta. As it grows differently across subjects during gestation, its diversity is increased leading to an unpredictable random shape. This shape heterogeneity is a limiting factor when large population studies are carried out.

In order to enable in utero assessment of the human placenta we propose a novel visualization and deliver a proof of concept. On the one hand, conventional slice-by-slice volume inspection is a cumbersome task that requires mental matching of slices. On the other hand, volume rendering provides a good overview, but occlusion requires substantial interaction to inspect the placenta from different viewing angles. A standardized 2D representation would not only facilitate a faster inspection but also a comparison of multiple placentas across subjects. Motivated by standardized visualizations in medicine, such as the Bull’s eye plot of coronary arteries [6] or CoWRadar of the Circle of Willis [7], we propose a novel standardized representation of the human placenta in utero, referred to as placenta maps, mimicking the familiar shape of the placenta ex vivo. The contributions of this paper are the following:

- An automatic identification of the fetal and maternal side of the placenta in utero,
- a structure-aware slicing approach to inspect the interior and exterior of the placenta in a well-defined fashion, and
- a standardized visual representation of the placenta showing the fetal and maternal side in two separate images allowing clinical experts a concise, comparative visual assessment.

In the context of large population studies of the human
placenta, the proposed approach could serve as a baseline visualization fostering in utero placenta research, as confirmed by our clinical collaborators.

2 RELATED WORK

In order to develop a standardized visualization of a three-dimensional object such as the placenta, a two-dimensional representation of the fetal as well as maternal side is a viable option. The placenta is inspected ex vivo on a table without any further interaction due to the removal of perspective occlusion. To achieve this, a projection from three to two dimensions is required and should be chosen carefully to preserve certain properties of the original object.

The shape of internal organs including the placenta can be highly irregular. Therefore, we need to globally analyze the input shape in terms of geometry. Saroul [6] investigates geometrical properties of two-dimensional surfaces in three-dimensional space. In particular, projection methods between two surfaces are inspected with respect to introduced distortions, e.g., lengths between points in the original surface may change in the projected surface. For medical experts the amount of such distortions is critical, as sizes and positions of anatomical features may not be measured with sufficient precision. Equiareal projections preserve areas of anatomical features across the entire placenta surface and conformal projections preserve orientations of the features with respect to angles. Only developable surfaces can be projected while preserving both areas and angles with isometric projections. Since the placenta surface is not developable in our case, we propose for a circular visualization using a compass analogy for navigation, as overlaid.

Reformatted images can be computed to alleviate mental efforts and support examination [10], [11]. The reformation process relies on the principle that an arbitrary surface $\mathcal{R}$ can be parametrized with two parameters $u$, $v$ and then mapped to a rectilinear coordinate system, suitable for common display hardware. The reformation surface $\mathcal{R}$ is often selected in such a way that it passes through relevant anatomical features. Interpretation of the reformations images requires the viewer to understand the location and the shape of $\mathcal{R}$. Therefore, standardization of the reformatted images is important in the medical domain. The technique described by Mistelbauer et al. [11] utilizes a so-called anatomical layout in order to connect various branches of a vessel tree. As a result, a medical expert can quickly identify the vessel currently being investigated. Moreover, one can seamlessly browse through the connected vessels.

Kretschmer et al. [10] propose anatomy-driven reformation (ADR), an approach that considers the overall shape of the assessed object for reformation. In this case, the ADR surface coincides with $\mathcal{R}$. They additionally compute offset surfaces in the positive and negative half-spaces of $\mathcal{R}$. These two surfaces represent boundaries of the sub-volume that is being reformatted. With the parametrization of $\mathcal{R}$, this technique tends to preserve the overall shape of the relevant object. The authors use the harmonic triangulation by Floater [12] and iteratively reduce distortions during an as-rigid-as-possible transformation. The step is required as this technique targets objects with different shapes, such as various bones in the human body. The initial harmonic projection reduces distortions in terms of the Dirichlet Energy. This can be thought of as getting a minimally stretched membrane over several protruded objects. While positions of the offset surface are locally optimized in order to minimize distortions, ADR does not explicitly minimize distortions between neighboring reformatted surfaces. This could be disadvantageous when investigating organs where connections between various tissues have to be preserved.

A standardized reformation of the myocardium is presented by Termeer et al. [6]. Representing the volume data with a volumetric Bull’s eye plot, the technique allows the user to investigate the distribution of scar tissues within the myocardium. The myocardium is unfolded into a cylinder in such a way that all samples from a particular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) slice, exhibiting a certain distance to the epicardium and endocardium, are arranged into a circle. While the structure of the myocardium may locally vary across different patients, the overall shape of it remains rather constant, leading to a standardized representation for the myocardium.

The visualization techniques described by Kanist-sar et al. [13] are designed for reformattting the vascular structures in the human body. While taking the curvature of blood vessels into account, these methods differ in preserved properties. For example, the straightened curved planar reformation (CPR) preserves the length measured along the vascular structures and the stretched CPR leaves the curvatures unchanged. Since these methods require a centerline of the reformatted object they can only be applied to tubular-shaped objects. Vilanova et al. [14] discuss the unfolding of the colon surface. In order to achieve this, the centerline of the colon is extracted. Then, the surface of the
colons is parametrized using 2D coordinates and the unfolded image is generated using nonlinear ray casting. However, this method requires a well-defined centerline.

Krone et al. [15] apply well-known map projections from cartography to the domain of molecular visualization. Using gradient vector flow, they deform an arbitrary molecular surface to a sphere in order to facilitate map projections. Most of the techniques described in this section simplify the display of 3D anatomy in the 2D image space through reformation and projection. Since they cannot directly be applied to the human placenta due to its highly diverse shape, we introduce a flattened view of the placenta surface and allow the user to inspect its interior as well as exterior. Such advanced functionality provides crucial support for placenta research, as stated by our collaborating clinical experts.

3 Medical Background

Research on fetal MRI techniques [16] made it possible to image the placenta in greater detail than provided by routine ultrasound (US) examinations at week 12 and 20 of gestation. Besides US, MRI is the second non-invasive option to acquire image data from fetuses in utero as other possibilities involve ionizing radiation or intervention. T2-weighted MRI has shown to exhibit good tissue contrast for fetal organs in several early studies [16], [17], but additional measurements like diffusion-weighted imaging and the identification of the maternal attachment area are becoming more popular [18].

MRI provides improved contrast and reduced noise in the acquired data of the fetal anatomy to detect abnormalities during pregnancy such as placental pathologies [19]. MRI is also considered to be safe after the first trimester [17] for 1.5 T [20] and 3 T [21] without the use of contrast agents, which may cause teratogenic effects on the fetus. It additionally enables researchers and clinical experts to analyze correlations between the childhood development and different prenatal abnormalities.

Motion corruption limits visual inspection and current visual exploration tools, as depicted in Figure 2. Advanced in utero studies of the placenta in 3D on large populations have not been conducted yet due to this problem [5]. In combination with fast sequences, such an imaging technique plays an essential role in the fetal diagnosis [16], in particular where US fails to provide sufficient data to diagnose certain conditions. MRI acquires high resolution slices from the uterus with a larger field-of-view in comparison to US. Furthermore, the only functional imaging option of US is Doppler imaging. MRI is of special interest because it can image the placenta as a whole, is able to acquire various functional data, and can show structure that is physically impossible to capture with US. However, there are still inter-slice artifacts, which consequently limit reliable diagnostics to individual slices. The observed motion of the placenta is of unpredictable nature, since it consists of maternal respiration movements, fetal movements and bowel movements. Predictable motion, like respiration, can be corrected with image navigator techniques or special MRI sequences [22]. But it is only possible to account for bowel and erratic fetal movements after image acquisition using heavy oversampling of the input space, slice-to-volume registration, and super-resolution techniques [23], [24].

A quantitative assessment of the placenta is commonly done with respect to its volume. For example, Stevenson et al. [25] present a semi-automatic approach for measuring the volume of the placenta from motion-free 3D US data using a random walker algorithm. This method provides good inter-observer reproducibility, but requires some user interaction and several minutes per segmentation. Wang et al. [26] present an interactive method for placenta segmentation using MRI data, which requires an initial seed-point inside the placenta. Their approach performs well on a small cohort of six subjects, but shows a user-dependent variability in segmentation accuracy. In our work, we use the method presented by Alansary et al. [27] to achieve a motion-compensated segmentation of the placenta. This provides a solid baseline for our proposed standardized visual assessment approach. The achievable reconstruction quality using this approach has been evaluated in detail by Alansary et al. [28].

Image-based diagnostics are usually based on comparing to a memorized or actual normative anatomical appearance and on reproducible measurements on these images. Creating a standardized image is difficult for an organ like the placenta and requires specific methods discussed in this paper. The key benefit of placenta maps is that it is the first approach that allows the user comparative studies over large populations of placentas. Providing a method that is able to map the placenta into a normative space, primarily facilitates a comprehensive diagnostics of the placenta. Selected example pathologies, where a technique like placenta maps will have a direct impact, are twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS), preeclampsia, preterm birth, and stillbirth. The visualization of relevant biomarkers, such as the overall appearance, texture, lesions, functional properties, and measurement of the attachment area, is eased through our approach. In clinical literature [29], [30], such biomarkers are considered to be vital measurements to assess the likelihood of complications during pregnancy.

Our collaborating clinical experts apply MRI to investigate TTTS. This syndrome is specific to monochorionic twins gestations, since the blood supply could be imbalanced and one of the twins is insufficiently supplied from the single shared placenta. In the case of TTTS the vessels branching off the two umbilical cords are interconnected with each other. TTTS is treated with endoscopic laser surgery to interrupt the vessel communications. Without intervention this syndrome is lethal to either one or both twins.

Cotyledons are small lobules that cover the entire maternal side, as shown in Figure 1b ex vivo. Ten to 40 cotyledons [5] are attached to the uterine wall and are responsible for the exchange of oxygen and nutrients between fetal and maternal blood. Because of the crucial function of cotyledons, they are of particular interest when examining the in utero placenta.

4 Methodology

In order to mimic the ex vivo assessment of the placenta we propose a novel visualization approach, outlined in Figure 3. It consists of the following four major automatic
steps: segmentation, slicing, splitting, and visual mapping. Firstly, the placenta is segmented and secondly, a distance field and its iso-surfaces are created. In the third step, the fetal and maternal side are automatically identified and fourthly, both three-dimensional meshes are projected into two-dimensional space. This workflow offers a standardized layout, and also favors inter-subject comparison. Subsequently, each step is explained in detail.

4.1 Segmentation
The input datasets were acquired by a 1.5 T Philips Achieva MRI system using a 32 channel cardiac array for signal reception. A total of four placentas with gestational age ranging from 24 to 37 weeks were motion-compensated by the technique of Kainz et al. [23] and segmented using the approach of Alansary et al. [27]. The resulting motion-compensated placenta masks are defined on a $0.75 \times 0.75 \times 0.75$ mm volumetric lattice and are shown in Figure 3 in the segmentation step.

We post-process the segmentation masks by applying a morphological opening with a spherical structuring element of radius five voxels to remove small local noise and objects. Afterwards, we perform morphological closing to fill small holes, again with a spherical structuring element but of radius ten voxels. The final mask of the placenta is then used in the subsequent steps.

4.2 Structure-Aware Slicing
Motivated by traditional axial, sagittal, and coronal slicing through the data for exploratory purposes, we apply this concept to the structure of the placenta itself. Instead of slicing along a defined axis, we compute the Euclidean distance field from the surface $\mathcal{R}$ of the placenta using the method described by Danielsson [31].

We then compute offset surfaces of $\mathcal{R}$ at discrete distances of 1 mm. Since these surfaces define layers, we denote $\mathcal{R}$ with $\mathcal{L}_0$, the surfaces inside the placenta with positive indices and the ones outside with negative indices. The layers are illustrated in Figure 4. Slicing into the placenta is practical, as it reveals the interior layer by layer. However, we also provide means to display the context of the placenta by slicing outside of the placenta. With outside slicing, we can visualize the uterine wall on the maternal side and the amniotic cavity on the fetal side with respect to the placenta structure. The slicing leads to a set of layers $\mathcal{L}_i$, each consisting of a set $\mathcal{V}$ of vertices $v_k \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and faces $f_j \in F$. The image of the slicing step in Figure 3 shows the distance field on the left as well as the internal layers on the right.
In contrast to our approach, the ADR technique by Kretschmer et al. \cite{ADR} uses the normal vectors of a surface to compute its offset surfaces. However, this possibly leads to self-intersections and not well-defined surfaces, especially in regions with high curvature or in case of large offsets. Using a distance field, we avoid these types of problems.

Since we flatten each layer in the subsequent step and provide a two-dimensional map, the user can scroll through the different layers of the placenta in the usual fashion. This offers the possibility to see structures at a certain depth or height, such as vessels, cotyledons or diseased tissues.

### 4.3 Splitting

We divide each extracted layer into two parts that reflect the fetal and maternal side as shown in the splitting step in Figure 3. We refer to this fetal and maternal side detection as simply splitting.

As we rely on a coarse orientation of the placental shape, we perform principal component analysis (PCA). The basic idea is to consider the vertices of the layer $L_i$ as a set of 3D points that is projected into a linear subspace. This resembles fitting a plane to the surface, where the two axes of the plane describe the direction of the highest and the second highest variance in terms of mesh point positions. The best fitting plane is found by using a linear least-square fitting method, which minimizes the sum of squared distances from all points to the plane, as shown in the image of the splitting step in Figure 3. As the normal vector $p$ of this plane represents the direction of the least variance, it reflects the thickness of the placenta. Vector $q$ is defined as the opposite of $p$.

In order to split $L_i$ into two parts $F_i$ and $M_i$, we first find two faces $f_A$ and $f_B$ such that $f_A \in F_i$ and $f_B \in M_i$. They are found by intersecting the mesh with a line defined by the vectors $p$ and $q$ and a point $O$ at the or close to the center of the placenta. We set the origin of our coordinate system to this point. Consequently, $O$ has to be located inside the placenta at a central position. We define $O$ as a single member of the skeleton $S$ that minimizes the sum of distances to the remaining skeleton points. We apply the voxel-based skeletonization approach by Lee et al. \cite{Lee} that uses topological thinning to extract the skeleton $S$ of an object. From the skeleton voxels we find $O$ as follows:

$$O = \arg \min_{X \in S} \sum_{R \in S} \|X - R\|_2.$$  

(1)

This formula is based on the geometric median, however, it minimizes the sum of distances to a member of the skeleton. As $O$ is located on the skeleton of the placenta it is ensured that $O$ is always located inside the placenta. This is not guaranteed if the centroid or the center of mass is used. They could lie outside the shape if the in utero placenta is concave, which is rather common.

To separate $L_i$ into the two parts $F_i$ and $M_i$ corresponding to the fetal and maternal side, we combine the silhouettes property of faces with their breadth-first traversal. We construct a graph where vertices are mesh faces and edges connect adjacent faces. The faces $f_A$ and $f_B$ are the starting points of the breadth-first traversal. During the traversal, all neighboring faces of $f_j$ are visited first and with each face, the cost of 1 is added to include the approximate distance to $f_A$ and $f_B$. This way we guarantee that each part is a connected set of faces, which is a requirement for the flattening. For each face $f_j$ we compute two costs, i.e., one for belonging to the fetal part $c_F(f_j)$ and one for belonging
to the maternal part \(c_M(f_j)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_j & \in \begin{cases} 
        \mathcal{F}, & \text{if } c_F(f_j) < c_M(f_j), \\
        \mathcal{M}, & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}, \\
    c_F(f_j) & = c_F(f_{j-1}) + s(\mathbf{n}(f_j), \mathbf{q}) + 1, \\
    c_M(f_j) & = c_M(f_{j-1}) + s(\mathbf{n}(f_j), \mathbf{p}) + 1, \\
    c_F(f_0 = f_A) & = 0, \\
    c_M(f_0 = f_B) & = 0, \\
    s(\mathbf{n}(f_j), \mathbf{v}) & = \angle(\mathbf{n}(f_j), \mathbf{v}).
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\mathbf{n}(f_j)\) denotes the normal to the face \(f_j\) and \(c_F(f_{j-1})\) and \(c_M(f_{j-1})\) are the costs of the previously traversed face \(f_{j-1}\). The underlying idea of the silhouetteness term \(s(\cdot)\) is that \(f_j\) is more likely to belong to \(\mathcal{F}\) if \(\mathbf{n}(f_j)\) is aligned with \(\mathbf{q}\). Therefore, we use the angle between \(\mathbf{n}(f_j)\) and \(\mathbf{q}\), which is motivated by the common approach to detect silhouettes in rendering. The silhouetteness term \(s(\cdot)\) measures the angle in radians. The cost is increased by 1 if \(\mathbf{n}(f_j)\) points in the same direction as \(\mathbf{q}\) and by \(1 + \pi\) if the two vectors have opposite directions. If only the silhouetteness term is considered, local curvature changes may cause the assignment of the faces to the wrong side due to the change of face normals. By accumulating the costs, we ensure that \(f_i\) is connected to \(f_0\) inside either \(\mathcal{F}\) or \(\mathcal{M}\). This means that the more distant \(f_i\) is to \(f_0\), the higher is the cost. These two terms ensure that crossing from one side to another is very costly. This splitting of the initial surface into two parts is shown in the splitting step of Figure 3 and in Figure 4.

We compute which of the sides is the fetal and which is the maternal one. Anatomically, the fetal side is proximal, i.e., facing towards the body center, and the maternal side is distal, i.e., facing away from the body center. The proximity is estimated with respect to the volume center. We can safely assume that the fetus is located in the volume center, as it coincides with the region of interest during the data acquisition of the fetal MRI.

In the case that the principal component analysis (PCA) fails, e.g. if the input shape is sphere-like, which is unlikely, then we suggest a fallback solution: the user can manually specify \(f_A\) and \(f_B\). The remaining splitting step would still be automatic.

### Flattening

The surface of the placenta can exhibit large local curvature. This hampers its investigation in conventional slice views commonly used by the clinical experts. Following the standard procedure of physical examination of the placenta ex vivo, we ease the exploration of the placenta in utero by flattening it. As a result, we create a standardized view of the placenta, as shown at the bottom of Figure 4.

Our method is based on the fact that the ex vivo placenta can be physically deformed into a disk shape (see Figure 1). The clinical experts distinguish between the fetal and the maternal side of the placenta. Therefore, we split the original placenta surface into these two parts and flatten each part separately. Because of the disk shape, we do not need additional transformations after we flatten the surface with the mean value coordinates approach of Floater [33]. In this flattening, the original in utero shape information is lost. However, the specific placenta shape is functionally not important [5]. The surface \(\mathcal{P}\) must be open, which we achieve by splitting the entire layer into two parts as described in subsection 4.3. The boundary points of the surface \(\mathcal{P}\) are mapped to a disc. Projections of the remaining points are then determined inside the disk via the convex combination mapping. The convex combination mapping utilizes the mean value coordinates of each point in the convex basis formed by neighboring points [33]. After the flattening we refer to the flattened fetal and maternal side as \(\mathcal{F}'\) and \(\mathcal{M}'\) respectively. The faces that form the corresponding meshes are denoted as \(f_j'\).

In Figure 5 we map a checkerboard pattern onto the placenta surface to show the angular distortion between the original and the flattened meshes. To quantify the area distortions, we compute the relative face-area deviation and color-code it. The area deviation of a face \(f_j\) is thereby computed as follows:

\[
\eta(f_j') = \frac{|A(f_j') - A(f_j)|}{A(f_j)},
\]

where \(A(f_j)\) denotes the area of \(f_j\).

### 4.4 Visual Mapping

A placenta map is a visualization that consists of two views, as shown in Figure 4. The first view is a 3D visualization of placenta layers and the second one is the separate flattened reformatted visualization of the fetal and maternal sides. In the last image of Figure 3, we overlay a compass onto the maternal side for navigation purposes. The compass divides each side into four quadrants. Each quadrant is specified by a cardinal direction (north, east, south and west) for a rough guidance. For a more accurate addressing, latitude (1 – 3) and longitude (between 1° and 360°) coordinates are used. For example, in the first two images of Figure 5 the red part is marked at (2, 315° – 45°). This specifies a latitude of 2 with a longitude between 315° and 45°. The compass is thereby standardized and overlaid over the 3D and 2D view. This enables experts to mark diseased portions on the placenta utilizing a link between the 3D and 2D view.

This way we present the fetal and maternal side simultaneously without occlusion as shown in Figure 5. By traversing all layers, the clinical expert can quickly browse through the placenta and investigate its interior with an easier navigation in reformatted and standardized images than in conventional slice views.

Using standardized flattened views, the comparison of multiple placentas becomes feasible. The overlaid compass can be reoriented manually to match several placentas. The comparison of placentas from different patients or multiple time-stamps of the same patient is an interesting extension to existing methods in placenta research. It may reveal new insights about diseased regions and their influence during the gestation. In order to enable the comparison, we juxtapose the flattened placenta images. Using the compass overlay, the expert can match regions on the flattened images from different subjects and time-stamps. With slice views or volume rendered images, such a comparison is rather difficult, because the placentas vary significantly in shape. Thus, the mapping between two or more placentas is too complicated to easily support a mental model.

Clinical experts can potentially investigate diseases, such as TTTS, and track vessels on the fetal side. Having just
conventional slice views, the expert would need to build up a mental model of the placenta and its vascular structures. Our technique shows in 2D and at once the entire fetal side where the vascular structures are located. The vessels inside the placenta could be easily investigated with our structure-aware slicing method.

5 Implementation

Placenta maps use the Qt, the ITK, and the VTK framework, executed on an Intel Core i7 CPU with an NVidia GeForce 980 Ti GPU. The structure-aware slicing and splitting are performed on the CPU. For the mean value coordinates technique and the PCA we use the CGAL library [34]. In order to provide an interactive investigation of the data, the layers of the placenta are automatically flattened beforehand.

6 Results and Discussion

In this section, we demonstrate our approach on three datasets, shown in Figure 4, Figure 6 and Figure 7. Each dataset is discussed and we explain how potential findings can be achieved using placenta maps. We also discuss how to simulate cotyledons and how our slicing displays them.

The placenta of a subject at a gestational age of 26 weeks having monochorionic twins and the diagnosis of TTTS is shown in Figure 4. The top image depicts the segmented placenta and an exploded view of our structure-aware slicing method with the split fetal and maternal side. Layer \( \mathcal{F}_{-9} \) displays both twins, the first twin is located at the north in the placenta map and the second twin is partially visible at the south. As the twins are visible on the fetal side, this suggests that our automatic splitting technique correctly classifies both, the fetal and maternal side. \( \mathcal{F}_{0} \) and \( \mathcal{M}_{0} \) show the initial surface of the segmented placenta. Within our proposed placenta map in \( \mathcal{F}_{0} \) the suspected umbilical cord insertion is visible at \( (3, 160) \). In the maternal layer \( \mathcal{M}_{0} \), the cotyledons are depicted, though in low detail due to yet insufficient quality of the data acquisition. \( \mathcal{F}_{5} \) and \( \mathcal{M}_{5} \) display internal tissues of the placenta. The placenta maps allow physicians to monitor the development of the in utero placenta in a standardized way.

Another subject at a gestational age of 30 weeks is presented in Figure 6. Earlier occurrence of the TTTS is suspected in this subject, but laser surgery was not applied. One twin died in week 23, but the other survived. The uterine wall is partially depicted in \( \mathcal{M}_{-10} \). The surviving twin is visible on the entire placenta map in \( \mathcal{F}_{-10} \). Amniotic fluid appears as bright matter, exhibiting high intensity values and surrounding the twins. In \( \mathcal{F}_{-10} \), showing the amniotic cavity, the umbilical cord of the surviving twin can be seen in the East quadrant, precisely at \( (2, 45^\circ - 160^\circ) \). The insertion of the cord on the fetal side at \( \mathcal{F}_{0} \) is at \( (2, 45^\circ) \).

The last subject is at a gestational age of 37 weeks and shown in Figure 7. Although the placenta is healthy, the subject suffered a cytomegalovirus infection, causing microcephaly in the fetus. The anatomical context at \( \mathcal{F}_{-10} \) displays the fetus. This indicates the correct automatic splitting of the placenta into the fetal and maternal side. At \( \mathcal{F}_{0} \) the insertion of the umbilical cord to the fetal side is at \( (2, 140^\circ - 150^\circ) \). Cotyledons appear on the maternal side \( \mathcal{M}_{0} \). \( \mathcal{F}_{3} \) and \( \mathcal{M}_{3} \) present slices inside the placenta. Here, vessels branching from the umbilical cord can be observed at \( (2, 160^\circ) \) in \( \mathcal{F}_{3} \).

Figure 8 depicts artificial cotyledons. Since the fetus is focused during the data acquisition, the signal-to-noise ratio of the placenta is low. This makes the visual assessment of the placenta a challenging task, especially of structures with low contrast, such as the cotyledons. Our collaborators explicitly want cotyledons in the visualizations to gain an understanding of the uterine attachment when using placenta maps. In order to demonstrate such functionality, we artificially created cotyledons in a concept study. Based
on the ex vivo appearance of cotyledons, we modeled them as spheres with center points on the maternal side. The intensity values of the voxels inside a cotyledon are defined as

\[ I = \left(1 - \frac{d}{r}\right)^s \cdot 2000, \]

where \(d\) is the Euclidean distance to the center of the sphere and \(s\) controls the fall-off in intensity values. We empirically set radius \(r\) to 25 voxels and \(s\) to 1.7. The pattern of the cotyledons remains stable with respect to the layer depth. Hence, our technique shows internal structures with rather small distortions between adjacent layers.

7 Evaluation

To assess the applicability and acceptance of the proposed technique to in utero examination of the placenta, we conducted a survey. It was based on questions with answers on a five-point Likert-scale and open questions. The questions were grouped into the following three core aspects of our technique: structure-aware slicing, comparability, and flattening. The first part of the survey consists of pre-recorded (R) videos that demonstrate the technique to the clinical experts. The videos showed the three aspects separately and the experts rated their usefulness. To assess the acceptance of our technique, we designed the second part of the survey to be interactive (I). The experts tested our tool with multiple datasets and rated the usability of the same three aspects. Finally, the participants assessed the overall readability of placenta maps. We asked summary questions regarding the applicability of our technique to placenta research and also to clinical routine. Figure 9 depicts the results of the survey, where the answers from the pre-recorded (R) and the interactive (I) presentation of the aspects are separated.

Our proposed structure-aware slicing was rated by the experts with a score of 4.4 (R) and 4.0 (I). The experts especially appreciate the ability to display the isolated placenta and the slicing in order to see the internal tissues layer by layer with little mental effort. We assume, this offers the experts an efficient way to go through the different tissue layers. One expert stated that our slicing approach is very promising for tracking blood vessel, e.g., in case of TTTS.

The comparability of our standardized visualization got the best scores among the three aspects, with 4.3 (R) and 5.0 (I). The increase of the score after the experts tested the tool shows that this is the most valued aspect of placenta maps. Also, the qualitative feedback so far was clearly indicating that this feature is very important if a large number of placentas has to be investigated within a study. Ultimately, we aim to provide quantitative measurements and comparisons of the fetal and maternal sides.

We get a 2D view of the fetal and maternal side with flattening at the expense of accuracy, since each side is distorted as shown in Figure 5. This feature was rated with scores of 4.2 (R) and 4.3 (I). From the earlier qualitative feedback of one of the experts, we know that this feature can be very useful for placenta research, as it provides a fast overview of the fetal and maternal side. We quantify the introduced distortions later in Figure 10 to validate our

![Fig. 6. Subject at a gestational age of 30 weeks with twins. The placenta map \(F_{-10}\) shows the context of the placenta where the surviving twin is visible. The amniotic fluid has high intensity values, mapped to white. The layer \(F_0\) displays the surface of the fetal side, where one umbilical cord is visible as a dark spot. \(F_3\) and \(M_3\) show the internal tissues of the placenta when three layers are already removed. The three-dimensional views clearly show the decrease of the layers in size caused by their successive removal.](image-url)
Fig. 7. Subject at a gestational age of 37 weeks with a healthy placenta, but suffering from an infection. $F_{-10}$ and $M_{-10}$ display the context of the placenta and clearly delineate the fetus in the amniotic cavity in $F_{-10}$. This indicates that our splitting approach correctly detected the fetal and maternal side. $M_0$ shows the surface of the placenta with cotyledons in low detail on the maternal side. $F_3$ and $M_3$ display the internal placenta tissues, after removing three layers.

Fig. 8. Artificial cotyledons modeled as spheres across the maternal side of the placenta. The different layers demonstrate the depth of the artificial cotyledons.

flattening technique. To satisfy the clinical requirements concerning accuracy, we additionally display axial slices that are linked to the placenta maps and the 3D view, as shown in the segmentation step of Figure 3.

The overall readability of our method received a score of 4.3, but could be improved. We suspect that the readability is attributed to our compass overlay, which is a novel way to address the heterogeneous placenta surface and, as stated by one of the experts, needs some familiarization time.

Regarding the clinical applicability, our technique got a score of 4.5. While the radiologists in general gave better ratings, the lowest rating of three was given by the pediatrician. We assume that this is attributable to the fact that he is less experienced with reading MRI data than radiologists.

The research applicability was rated with the best scores of five from all participants. According to one of our experts, the attachment to the uterine wall is of potential interest. However, a large number of placentas will have to be investigated, which would be feasible with placenta maps. The high rating gives a clear indication that our technique has potential to be applied in the research of placentas, which has been the main motivation of our approach.

In the open questions part of the survey, we asked the participants about their preferences, shortcomings of the technique, and further suggestions. We inquired which different diseases and conditions could be investigated with placenta maps. TTTS, placental infarction, previous laser treatment, and placenta praevia has been mentioned by two participants.

Regarding the preferences, two experts liked the possibility to compare multiple placentas enabled by our standardized, flattened views. Two participants appreciated the compass overlay on the placenta and consider this feature useful to visualize diseased portions.

Regarding the shortcomings, all experts agreed that the signal-to-noise ratio of the original data is insufficient for perceiving the features of interest, such as cotyledons and vessels. The primary cause of this issue is the used MRI sequence that does not target the placenta tissues specifically.

We also got suggestions for improvement. One expert recommends to enhance the segmentation result before mapping it to a 2D structure. This concerns the quality of
An appropriate training is deemed necessary in order to further exploration and investigation. After interacting with our tool, we interviewed three experts purposes and also for clinical use cases. The participants consider it useful to segment the umbilical cord and the cotyledons. The measurements of linear sizes were also an interesting suggestion, since they could improve the compass overlay to be applicable for quantitative measurements.

The flattening inevitably introduces some distortions. After interacting with our tool, we interviewed three experts regarding the acceptance of these distortions for clinical and exploratory usage. In the clinical use case the distortions are regarded as very acceptable, especially if the inspection only concerns the quantification of areas and counting cotyledons. The participants stated that our technique is much more useful than cutting planes. However, the simultaneous display of the undistorted view is necessary to provide the relationship to the unchanged anatomy. In the exploratory use case, the distortions are definitely acceptable for the intended purposes. One expert stated, that this technique is exactly what clinical research of the placenta currently needs. An appropriate training is deemed necessary in order to fully understand the placenta maps. In conclusion, it seems that the benefits of standardization, comparability, and fast assessment of unusual placentas outweighs the distortions introduced by our approach.

We quantified the distortions in all presented datasets using the distribution of area deviations as metric. For all faces $f_j \in L_0'$ we compute the area deviation $\eta (f_j)$ using Equation 7. We then aggregate the results into bins of size 0.2 and plot the resulting histogram. As shown in Figure 10, in all four datasets at least 43% of projected faces have areas that deviate less than 20%. This clearly indicates that our technique only introduces minor distortions.

Fig. 9. The outcome of the survey. We differentiate between a pre-recorded (R) and an interactive (I) part. The scores are from one being poor to five being excellent.

In our splitting step, the distance term of the cost function is increased incrementally with every face in the breadth-first traversal. Currently, the cost function does not consider the area of a face, which is considered a future aspect. As confirmed by the positive feedback of our collaborating clinical experts, our approach delivered satisfactory results for all presented datasets.

The ultimate goal of placenta maps is to aid researchers in the examination of placentas and to compare them in large population studies. With placenta maps, this now seems feasible. It is still an open topic how the comparison should be performed. Our technique cannot yet be utilized to create precise matches between multiple placentas, as there are currently no landmarks detected to align the compass overlay. Techniques from comparative visualization can be used to improve the compass overlay functionality with respect to multiple placentas. To validate and further improve our technique, larger user studies have yet to be carried out.

8 LIMITATIONS

Our technique has some limitations that are discussed in the following. First of all, it slices the placenta in a discrete manner. A continuous layer definition is desirable in order to display the details between the layers. Such a continuous definition, however, was not in the focus of this work.

In general, our distance field-based solution extracts the offset surfaces while avoiding self-intersections. However, the topology of deeply located layers changes as the placenta thickness varies. By correcting the distance field using the information derived from the medial axis surface, it could be possible to preserve the topology. However, this requires further exploration and investigation.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented placenta maps, a novel technique to visualize the in utero placenta in MRI data. It features an automatic reformation of the placenta into the fetal and maternal side, which creates occlusion-free 2D views respectively. In addition, it enables structure-aware slicing, which shows the internal tissues, and also the anatomical context of the placenta. The positive outcome of our conducted survey indicates that our technique may open new possibilities for in utero placenta examinations.

We see several directions for future work. One of the most interesting extensions is to integrate secondary tissue information, for example obtained by diffusion weighted imaging. According to the experts, the ability to compare the entire surface of multiple placentas is highly relevant and potentially will increase our understanding of the placental attachment to the uterine wall.
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